Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space
Keeping Space for Peace

The World Does Not Need Missile Defense & Star Wars

About the Protest at the ICBM Minuteman III launch: Vandenberg AFB January 31, 2010

Details of the Protest [here]
More details: [MISSILE-DEFENSE TEST SCHEDULED FOR VAFB]
Also: [DANGEROUS, DESTABILIZING AND PROVOCATIVE;
What happened at the protest?
EIGHT ARRESTED - ONE INJURED;
PEACEFUL PROTESTERS ROUGHED UP, ARRESTED BY OBAMA’S PENTAGON;
MISSILE MISHAPS;
WHAT AMERICANS REALLY HAVE TO FEAR]

Updates on the protestors: [here]

Call for Signatures Protesting Navy Base Construction that will Destroy Coral Reefs In South Korea

Call for Signatures Protesting Navy Base Construction that will Destroy Coral Reefs In South Korea

GN Co-ordinator Bruce Gagnon has compiled a list of organizations and

Support proposed treaties on The Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space

MORE DETAILS

HISTORY OF US VOTES FOR PAROS AT UN

MORE DETAILS

NASA Plans Moon base to Control Pathway to Space
By Bruce Gagnon

MORE DETAILS

When Satellites Collide!

Colliding Satellites: More Space Junk in Exactly the Wrong Place
By David Wright, Union of Concerned Scientists

DETAILS HERE

Space Debris: From Nuisance to Nightmare
By Mike Moore

DETAILS HERE

Visit Bruce Gagnon's Blog: ORGANIZING NOTES

Watch Bruce’s Cable TV Show: “THIS ISSUE”